
Group efficiency

SmartTeams™
IPU Profilanalys® + team activity

Price

From 4.800:- exkluding VAT per person + team activity

Length

IPU Profilanalys® + team activity

Location

Conference room or online

Number of participants

Flexibly

Groups that understand each other work better

together and achieve goals both easier and

faster.

By better understanding their own and the behavior of others, group members can better

cooperate, build more effective teams and create optimal conditions for increased sales

and personal development. IPU Profile Analysis® is a simple tool used for describing

behaviors in a pedagogical way by using different colors for different profiles. 

https://www.kompetensakademin.se/


Implementation

1, Pre-study and briefing about the purpose of profile analysis.

Depending on the purpose, the type of analysis to be used is

determined.

2, The analysis is performed on-line by all participants prior to the

training.

3, The results of the analysis are reviewed by the group members

individually together with the consultant. (Approx. 45-60 min per

participant depending on the type of analysis).

4, Briefing together in the group.

5, Eventual group activity where the analysis, depending on the purpose,

are used for common exercises. Should be carried out away from the

office if possible.

6, Follow-up and evaluation with the client.

About the training

SmartTeams with IPU Profile Analysis®

SmartTeams™ is a course for groups or project teams who work together. The aim is to

strengthen cooperation and build effective teams so they can achieve team goals easier,

faster and more enthusiastically. The training takes place during one day + one half day

and is fully customized to suit the groups needs after an initial consultation. Prior to the

actual training, all participants are required to take an IPU profile Analysis®.

The results of the analysis are reviewed by the group members individually together with

the consultant before the scheduled day of training. The finished report is very

comprehensive and specifies among other points in which specific areas the individual

person contributes to the organization, tips for better communication, ideal working

conditions, keys to motivation, advice to supervisors and suggests areas that can be

developed. 

SmartMetoden®

Our registered trademark SmartMetoden®, translates in English to Smart

Method, it represents our unique teaching method which combines theory -

practical experience - individual coaching - implementation and follow-up.. 

Suitable for all types of companies

The training is suitable for all types of businesses, both private and public, and

is adapted to suit time, content and set-up depending on the group, the

specific conditions and what results you wish to achieve . 



Kompetensakademin

Killeröds Byaväg 143,

269 92 Båstad

info@kompetensakademin.se

+46 70-609 58 36

       

SmartUtbildningarna

Kompetensakademin gives each employee effective work habits

with education in personal efficiency, effectiveness of meeting

and group effectiveness with the smart method (smartmetoden®)

- theory, practice, personal coaching, training and monitoring.

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100049683297205
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100049683297205
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4325784/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/4325784/
https://www.uc.se/risksigill2?showorg=5568045305&language=swe
https://www.uc.se/risksigill2?showorg=5568045305&language=swe

